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Various activities that intend to enhance performance, reliability, and availability of storage sys-
tems are scheduled with low priority and served during idle times. Under such conditions, idleness
becomes a valuable “resource” that needs to be efﬁciently managed. A common approach in system
design is to be nonwork conserving by “idle waiting”, that is, delay the scheduling of background
jobs to avoid slowing down upcoming foreground tasks.
In this article, we complement “idle waiting” with the “estimation” of background work to be
served in every idle interval to effectively manage the trade-off between the performance of fore-
ground and background tasks. As a result, the storage system is better utilized without compromis-
ing foreground performance. Our analysis shows that if idle times have low variability, then idle
waiting is not necessary. Only if idle times are highly variable does idle waiting become necessary
to minimize the impact of background activity on foreground performance. We further show that if
there is burstiness in idle intervals, then it is possible to predict accurately the length of incoming
idle intervals and use this information to serve more background jobs without affecting foreground
performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As computer systems operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, maintenance tasks
are commonly scheduled during idle times [Golding et al. 1995]. These tasks
are considered background tasks and aim at improving reliability and avail-
ability [Abd-El-Malek et al. 2005; Bachmat and Schindler 2002; Merchant and
Yu 1994; Schwarz et al. 2004], at enhancing performance [Thereska et al. 2004;
Huang et al. 2005; Litzkow et al. 1988; Venkataramani et al. 2002], and at
preserving power [Helmbold et al. 2000; Colarelli and Grunwald 2002]. Com-
pletion of background tasks is critical to system operation, yet their priority is
not as high as that of foreground jobs, that is, regular jobs submitted by the
system users.1 Consequently, scheduling of background activities should not
compromise the performance of foreground tasks.
Background tasks that are instantaneously preemptable minimally affect
foreground performance. This is not the case if the background tasks are non-
preemptive. Nonpreemptive background tasks are common in storage systems.
For example, at the disk level, the head seeking portion of the request service
process is noninstantaneously preemptable. Storage-level background tasks
such as detecting media errors via background media scans [Schwarz et al.
2004; Iliadis et al. 2008; Mi et al. 2008], RAID rebuilds in case of disk array
failures [Sivathanu et al. 2004; Merchant and Yu 1994], and disk-level data
mirroring for faster data access [Huang et al. 2005] are examples of nonpre-
emptable background tasks. Other examples of nonpreemptable background
tasks can be found in mobile or archival systems, where components (such as
disks) are shut off to conserve power [Douglis et al. 1995; Helmbold et al. 2000;
Colarelli and Grunwald 2002]. The nonpreemptive nature of such background
tasks makes their execution challenging if delays on foreground jobs are to be
kept at a minimum.
Efforts on utilizing idle times to improve performance or reliability are often
system speciﬁc and are evaluated in the context of a speciﬁc feature based on
prototyping and measurements [Golding et al. 1995; Abd-El-Malek et al. 2005;
Thereska et al. 2004; Helmbold et al. 2000] or analytic models [Bachmat and
Schindler 2002; Merchant and Yu 1994; Muntz and Lui 1990; Niu et al. 2003;
Osogami et al. 2005]. In addition to the aforesaid system-speciﬁc solutions,
1In this article, we use the terms “task” and “job” interchangeably.
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there are also efforts to evaluate the general concept of managing idle times, by
viewing idleness as an additional resource [Douceur and Bolosky 1999; Eggert
and Touch 2005]. From the theoretical perspective, the performance of systems
with foreground and background jobs (also viewed as systems with jobs of high
and low priority) has been extensively analyzed via queuing theory (see Takagi
[1991] and references within).
Motivated by storage system examples, our focus is on the general problem of
serving nonpreemptive background jobs during idle times. In storage systems,
as in computer systems in general, idleness depends on system workload (see
Section 6 for more details). For example, in general-purpose servers (includ-
ing Web servers and ﬁle servers), variability and burstiness dominate work-
load and idleness characteristics. On the other hand, video streaming servers
are expected to work under more deterministic workloads, and consequently
the idleness will reﬂect that characteristic. Here, idleness is considered an ad-
ditional system resource, but its management is driven by the performance
trade-off between maintaining desired levels of foreground performance while
maximizing the completions of nonpreemptive background tasks.
In contrast to previous work, which sustains foreground performance by
letting the storage system to “idle wait” before a background job is scheduled,
sometimes causing background work starvation, we propose to complement
“idle waiting” with the “estimation” of the amount of background work to be
served in any given idle interval. Such an approach does not compromise the
foreground performance and avoids starvation (if any) among background jobs
by allowing background jobs to be served in as many idle intervals as possible.
As a result, the storage system is better utilized, while foreground performance
targets are met.
The balance between foreground and background activities is achieved by
monitoring the characteristics of foreground and background jobs, similarly
to other works in the literature that focus on the same problem [Eggert and
Touch 2005; Golding et al. 1995]. In addition, we also collect measurements
of the empirical distribution of idle times. Resource management of idle times
is now done in a dynamic way, using statistical information not only on the
foreground and background job demands, but also on the idle intervals. All
statistical information is collected online and is incorporated into the policies
that manage idle times.
Detailed analysis of various systems with different statistical characteristics
offoregroundandbackgroundjobsandidletimesshowsthattheeffectivenessof
idlewaitingdependsonthevariabilityoftheempiricaldistributionofidletimes.
In systems with low variability of idle times, idle waiting is not effective. The
opposite holds for idle times of high variability. In both cases, the cumulative
data histogram of idle times is used to dynamically determine the length of idle
waiting.
In addition, we show how to take advantage of the burstiness (if any) in idle
intervals to improve utilization of idle times. Speciﬁcally, if idle times exhibit
burstiness, it becomes possible to predict the length of upcoming idle intervals.
This becomes extremely effective, in particular when the background nonpre-
emption penalty on foreground performance is severe (e.g., spinning up disks
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that were spun down to preserve power). If a sequence of idle interval lengths
is positively correlated, then it implies that long (short) idle intervals are ob-
served together. Consequently, if the current idle interval is long, then we can
predict more accurately whether the next idle interval is going to be long as
well. If the incoming interval is predicted to be long, then more background jobs
can be scheduled for service. As a result, the overall system is better utilized
while the slowdown of foreground jobs is still kept up to a predeﬁned target.
Validation of our methodology using actual disk drive traces shows that moni-
toring stochastic characteristics of idle times, in addition to the characteristics
of foreground and background tasks, is an effective way to manage idleness.
Thisarticleisorganizedasfollows.Section2presentsrelatedwork.Section3
outlines how stochastic characteristics of idle intervals can be used for back-
ground scheduling. We present a new methodology to manage idle intervals
by exploiting their variability in Section 4. Section 5 describes how to exploit
burstiness of idle times. We validate the proposed methodology in Section 6
using actual measurements from disk-level traces. Conclusions are given in
Section 7.
2. RELATED WORK
Various studies have shown that in systems, periods of high utilization may be
interleaved with long stretches of idleness [Litzkow et al. 1988; Golding et al.
1995; Eggert and Touch 2005; Riska and Riedel 2006]. A myriad of approaches
have been proposed to best utilize idle times in order to enhance system per-
formance, reliability, and availability. System idleness may be exploited locally
(i.e., within the same system), or remotely (i.e., busy systems may ofﬂoad part
of their work in idle ones).
As it becomes more common for systems to operate 24/7, idle times offer the
only time window to complete maintenance work [Golding et al. 1995; Huang
et al. 2005; Thereska et al. 2004; Abd-El-Malek et al. 2005; Schwarz et al. 2004;
Bachmat and Schindler 2002]. Consequently, the general problem of idle-time
scheduling has recently regained attention [Golding et al. 1995; Douceur and
Bolosky 1999; Eggert and Touch 2005] as a distinct problem within the larger
and well studied problem of priority scheduling [Takagi 1991].
Utilization of remote idleness is often exploited in distributed or peer-to-
peer systems and focuses on identifying idle remote systems to complete some
work remotely. V-system [Theimer et al. 1985] and Condor [Litzkow et al. 1988]
are examples of such systems. Other studies on utilizing remote idleness are
presented in Osogami et al. [2005] and Lo et al. [2004].
On the analytic side, several models have been developed for analysis of sys-
temswhereforeground/backgroundjobscoexist,includingvacationmodels[Niu
et al. 2003; Thomasian and Nicola 1993; Xu and Alfa 2002] and queuing models
of cycle stealing [Takagi 1991; Osogami et al. 2005].
The main performance pitfall of scheduling background tasks during idle
times relates to cases where background jobs cannot be preempted instanta-
neously and foreground performance may be signiﬁcantly affected. If tasks are
nonpreemptable, effective scheduling of background tasks is more challenging.
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Eggert and Touch [2005] focus on managing idle intervals under a wide range of
characteristics for background and foreground tasks and ﬁrst deﬁne the notion
of the preemption interval or idle wait period that delays execution of back-
ground jobs in idle periods. This technique avoids using short idle intervals to
schedule long background jobs. Efforts to adaptively determine the amount of
time that the system should idle wait are proposed in Douglis et al. [1995] and
Helmbold et al. [2000] for power saving in mobile devices by spinning down
their disks.
The closest to the work presented here is the one presented in Eggert and
Touch [2005]. In this article, we depart from previous work by presenting a
methodology to sustain foreground performance while avoiding background
starvation, by estimating the amount of work to be completed in any idle inter-
val, in addition to the estimation of the idle wait. Furthermore, the estimation
of the idle wait and per-interval background work is based not only on the char-
acteristics and performance of the foreground and background jobs, but also on
the characteristics of idle intervals. We identify when idle wait is effective and
when it is not (i.e., it should be zero) based on the histogram of the observed idle




First we develop an understanding of the signiﬁcance of the system idle times
characteristics. Our goal is to develop policies that sustain system’s foreground
performance without starving background work. Via idle intervals characteri-
zation, we aim at estimating as accurately as possible how much background
activity can be packed into an idle time period.
The stochastic characteristics of idle times are a result of the complex inter-
action of arrival and service processes in the system. Instead of deriving char-
acteristics of idle times through analysis of the arrival and service processes,
we concentrate on idle intervals themselves, which capture the interaction of
the arrival and service processes. Idle intervals are viewed here as a separate
stochastic process.
The characterization is based on two dimensions: variability and burstiness.
Variability determines how well the mean of idle interval lengths describes
the observed idle interval lengths. If variability is low then it is expected to
observe idle intervals that have lengths close to the mean. If the variability
is high, then it is expected to have the majority of idle intervals with lengths
much shorter than the mean and a few of them much longer than the mean. On
the other hand, burstiness in the sequence of idle intervals determines if the
idle intervals in the near future will have the similar length as the currently
observed idle intervals.
3.1 Independent Idle Intervals
First, we focus on independent idle intervals. If the sequence of idle intervals
is independent, then the length of upcoming idle intervals does not depend
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Fig. 1. Cumulative density function of idle times with low C.V. and high C.V. (left and right plot,
respectively). The x-axis gives idle times normalized by their mean.
on the length of the current idle interval. Therefore, any information about
the length of upcoming idle intervals is contained in its empirical distribution.
After computing the ﬁrst two moments of the observed idle times, namely mean
and variance, the Coefﬁcient of Variation (C.V.) is calculated. The C.V. indicates
the existence of tails in the empirical distribution of idle times.
Figure 1 depicts the Cumulative Density Function (CDF) of two stochastic
processes, one with low C.V. (left plot) and the other one with high C.V. (right
plot). Here, if the value of C.V. is less than 1.0, then the process is considered
to have low C.V., otherwise, the process has high C.V. For simplicity, the x-axis
in Figure 1 gives values that are normalized by the mean; for example, “0.5”
on the x-axis corresponds to a value that is half of the mean of the empirical
distribution.
Observingthelongtailintherightplotisstraightforward:TheCDFlinegoes
toward 100% with a much lower pace than the CDF of the left plot. The CDFs
can therefore provide important information about the majority of upcoming
intervals. For idle intervals with low C.V.s, the mean of the empirical distri-
bution provides a good guess about the idle interval length. For idle intervals
with high C.V.s, there is a large percentage of intervals that are much shorter
than their mean and a small percentage of intervals that are much longer than
their mean. This useful information on the anticipated length of future idle
intervals is embedded on the CDF and proves tremendously useful for efﬁcient
background scheduling, particularly in determining the idle wait length and
the amount of background work to be scheduled in any given idle interval.
Theintuitionbehindidlewaitingrelatestotherelativelengthsofforeground
and background jobs. Idle waiting depends on the expected service time of the
background jobs and the length of interarrival times [Eggert and Touch 2005].
However, idle waiting is not equally effective for idle intervals of low C.V. or
high C.V. We illustrate this via a simple example.
Following the assumptions in Eggert and Touch [2005], we set the idle wait
to be equal to the expected background service time, which is set to be half
of the expected idle intervals length. If this idle wait policy were used for the
case where the idle intervals are of low variability (see Figure 1, left plot),
then 18% of the idle intervals would not be utilized by background jobs, and
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consequently 18% of the busy periods2 would not be affected by background
work either. If only one background job is scheduled after idle waiting elapses
equaltotheaveragebackgroundservicetime(i.e.,anormalizedidletimeof0.5),
it is expected that 34% of all idle periods (52% of idle intervals with normalized
idle time = 1, minus 18% of idle intervals with normalized idle time = 0.5,
which equals to 34%) would be serving a background job, while a foreground
job arrives (which causes undesired delays on foreground work). In contrast, if
idle wait is zero and average background duration is half of the mean of idle
intervals length, then only 18% of the busy periods in the system are affected if
only one background job is served. Consequently, we conclude that no idle wait
is necessary for systems with idle intervals of low variability.
The policy of idle waiting for the expected background service time affects
foreground jobs very differently if idle intervals are of high variability. The
high C.V. plot of Figure 1 shows that by idle waiting for a period equal to the
expected background service time, 64% of all idle intervals are not used to serve
backgroundjobs.Iftheexpectedlengthofabackgroundjobisequaltohalfofthe
mean of the idle times and one background job is served in one idle interval,
then only 15% of busy periods are affected by the background work. If idle
intervals have high C.V., then idle waiting helps exploit the “longer” intervals
at the tail of the distribution.
The preceding two examples of low and high C.V. highlight the disadvan-
tage of a scheduling policy that uses a “ﬁxed” idle waiting period as in Eggert
and Touch [2005]. The idle waiting period should be adapted according to the
characteristics of foreground/background service demands and idle times.
3.2 Bursty Idle Intervals
We now turn to bursty idle intervals. All discussion of the previous section
applies here as well. In addition, burstiness in the sequence of idle times pro-
vides extra information which can be used for the prediction of the length of
the upcoming idle intervals [Golding et al. 1995]. Burstiness in a sequence im-
plies that among all the observed values in the sequence, the order of their
occurrence is not random as it is in the independent case. In a sequence that
is characterized as bursty, very large (multiple times larger than the mean) or
very small (multiple times smaller than the mean) values are sampled close to
one another.
Figure 2 shows this effect in a bursty sequence of observations. The ﬁrst
two plots in Figure 2 represent an independent sequence3 and the last two
plots represent a bursty sequence.4 All values are coarsely partitioned in two
classes, namely “small” and “large,” where the partition point is determined
2In a system, every idle period is followed by a busy period that starts when a foreground job arrives
and ﬁnds the system idle.
3The independent sequence of idle times comes from a single server queue with interarrival times
drawn from an Erlang distribution with mean rate equal to 0.01 and C.V. equal to 0.33. Service
times are exponentially distributed with mean service rate equal to 0.1.
4The bursty sequence represents the idle times in a single server queue with correlated interarrival
times that are drawn from a 2-stage Markovian-Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) with mean
rate equal to 0.01, C.V. equal to 9. The service process is also correlated; it is drawn from an MMPP
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Fig. 2. Probabilities of pairs as a function of their relative distance (lags). Plots (a) and (b) give
results for independent idle intervals and plots (c) and (d) for bursty idle intervals.
as (C.V. + 1) · mean. In the independent sequence, 85% of all idle intervals
belong in the small category, while for the bursty case 97% of all idle intervals
belong in the small category. The group of small values represents the majority
of observations in both sequences.
The x-axisineachplotrepresentsthelags,thatis,thedistanceinthenumber
ofobservationsbetweenthetwoinstancesinthesample.Foragivenlag,ordered
pairs of observations are constructed. Let (X, Y )i denote the probability that an
interval in category Y follows an interval in category X withi lags apart, where
X, Y are either “large” or “small”. Figures 2(a) and 2(c) give the probability of
occurrence of (small,small)i (white part of the bar) and (small,large)i (black
part of the bar) pairs as a function of the lag i,1≤ i ≤ 9, that is, their relative
distanceinthesequence.Figures2(b)and2(d)givetheprobabilityofoccurrence
of (large,small)i (white part of the bar) and (large,large)i (black part of the bar)
pairs. Note that the summation of probabilities of occurrence of (small,small)i
and (small,large)i (or (large, small)i and (large,large)i) pairs is one.
In the independent case (see Figures 2(a) and 2(b)), the probability of the
next observation (idle time) being small or large does not depend on the value
of the current observation, as expected. However, in the dependent case (see
Figures 2(c) and 2(d)) the effect is different. Figure 2(c) shows that if the cur-
rent idle interval is small, then the probability to have a small idle interval in
the next 9 lags is very high. Figure 2(d) equivalently shows how the current
process with mean rate equal to 1, C.V. equal to 4.5. The MMPP is a versatile process that can
capture both variability and burstiness.
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large idle interval determines with high probability (e.g., 0.65 at lag 1) that
the next observed idle interval would be large as well. The probabilities drop
as a function of the lag and reach 0.35 for 9 observations apart. This informa-
tion, in addition to the one provided by the cumulative density function, can
be used to improve scheduling of background activities by allowing to complete
more background work (during long idle intervals) without imposing additional
delays on foreground work.
4. BACKGROUND WORK DURING INDEPENDENT IDLE INTERVALS
Idle waiting is used as a technique to ensure that a desired level of foreground
performance is sustained while serving nonpreemptive background work. Be-
cause idle waiting is a nonwork-conserving strategy, background jobs may suf-
fer from starvation [Eggert and Touch 2005]. In our approach to scheduling
background jobs during idle times, we avoid background starvation by coupling
idle wait with the amount of work that can be effectively completed within
an idle interval. These two scheduling parameters are determined using the
foreground and background service demands as well as the distribution of idle
times. We consider the following policies.
Mean-Based. This policy serves as a baseline comparison [Eggert and Touch
2005] and deﬁnes the idle wait as the mean service time of background jobs.
Aftertheidlewaitelapses,thesystemservesbackgroundjobsuntilaforeground
job arrives.
CDF-Based. Similar to the mean-based policy, this policy also deploys idle
waiting. Different from the mean-based policy, the CDF-based policy continu-
ously estimates the idle wait length using the empirical distribution (i.e., cu-
mulative histogram) of idle intervals and the mean service time of background
jobs. The CDF-based policy idle waits only if idle intervals have high C.V. More
details are given in Sections 3 and 4.3.
CDF/w Estimates. This policy estimates the idle wait the same way as the
CDF-based policy, but it is more conservative because it limits the number of
background jobs to be served in an idle interval according to the equation
T ·
90th percentile of idle intervals − idle wait
Average background service time
, (1)
where 0 < T ≤ 1 is a parameter that adjusts the estimated number of back-
ground jobs assuming that the interval is large (i.e., equal to the 90th percentile
of idle times). This parameter controls the performance degradation of fore-
ground jobs. As T increases, foreground performance degrades. T is adjusted
to reﬂect variability in the distribution of idle intervals, that is, T is close to
1 under idle intervals of high variability and less than 1 for low-variability
intervals.
In all of the aforementioned policies, if a new foreground request ﬁnds a
background job in service, it waits until that job completes.
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4.1 Simulation Environment
The three policies are evaluated via the simulation of a single server queue.
We assume that there is no limit on the waiting queue capacity and the service
process is First-Come First-Serve (FCFS). Consistently with Eggert and Touch
[2005], we also assume that there are always background jobs waiting for ser-
vice. This is the case in storage systems where background media scans happen
continuously to ensure that any existing disk latent errors are detected and re-
coveredbeforetheuseraccessesthedata[Bairavasundarametal.2007].Wedis-
cussotherscenarioswheretheamountofbackgroundworkisnotinﬁniteaspart
of our future work in Section 7. Slowdown of foreground jobs caused by back-
groundactivityiscomputedastheratioofforegroundresponsetimewhenback-
ground jobs are served to foreground response time when no background jobs
areserved.Weconsidera5–10%slowdownofforegroundjobsduetobackground
jobs to be acceptable and run our experiments with a slowdown threshold of 7%.
The service times of background jobs are exponentially distributed. We ex-
pect this to be a realistic assumption, because disk-level service times have
variability (i.e., measured via the C.V.) close to that of the exponential distri-
bution [Riska and Riedel 2006]. The background service times are adjusted so
that two different systems are simulated: (a) one system where both foreground
and background jobs have the same mean service time (dubbed also as “short
foreground – short background” system) and (b) one system where the average
background service time is 7 times longer5 than the average foreground service
time (dubbed also as “short foreground – long background”).
ForegroundinterarrivaltimesaredrawnfromanErlangdistribution,result-
ing in idle intervals of low variability. Drawing foreground interarrival times
from a Lognormal distribution results in a system with high variability in its
idle intervals. For both systems, the mean interarrival times are adjusted so we
evaluatesystemutilizationsduetoforegroundjobsonly,equalto10%,30%,and
70%, representing a system under low, medium, and high foreground load, re-
spectively. All simulations are done with a 1 million sample space of foreground
jobs and results are reported with 98% conﬁdence intervals.
Weﬁrstusesyntheticworkloadstoquantitativelyevaluatethepoliciesunder
controlledsystemswithdifferentlevelsofvariabilityorburstiness.InSection6,
two real disk-level traces are used for evaluation.
4.2 Idle Intervals with Low Variability
Results of the experiments with low variability in idle intervals are given in
Figure 3. The ﬁrst row of graphs corresponds to the system with short fore-
ground – short background jobs, the second row corresponds to the system with
short foreground – long background jobs. Four performance metrics are pre-
sented: (a) the number of completed background jobs in millions (ﬁrst column),
(b) the overall system utilization (second column), (c) the background-caused
slowdown of foreground jobs (third column), and (d) the foreground response
5The results with other background service time ranges are qualitatively the same. They are not
reported here due to lack of space.
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Fig. 3. Overall system performance measured by the number of completed background jobs (in
millions), overall system utilization, slowdown of the foreground jobs attributed to background ac-
tivity (the horizontal line corresponds to 7% slowdown), and the absolute foreground response time.
The idle intervals are independent and with low variability. Three foreground system utilizations
are evaluated, namely, 10%, 30%, and 70%. Foreground utilization is controlled by changing the
foreground arrival rate and ﬁxing its service time. The ﬁrst row of graphs shows the case when the
background jobs are “short”, that is, as long as foreground jobs, and the second row shows the case
when the background jobs are “long”, that is, 7 times longer than foreground jobs.
times (fourth column). The last two metrics capture, respectively, the relative
and the absolute background-caused degradation in foreground performance.
Successful policies should increase the system utilization while the slowdown
of foreground jobs is kept up to the predeﬁned target of 7%. Results shown in
Figure 3 can be summarized as follows.
—The mean-based and CDF-based policies are very aggressive in the num-
ber of background jobs that they serve (ﬁrst column), which results in high
system utilization (second column). The penalty, though, on foreground jobs
is signiﬁcant (third and fourth columns). Note that because there is always
an inﬁnite supply of background jobs, if the system serves background jobs
as much as possible until foreground jobs arrive, then the overall system
utilization reaches 100%.
—The CDF/w-estimates policy consistently meets the performance target of
foreground jobs, across both experiments with short and long background
jobs. This is due to the parameter T in Eq. (1), which determines how many
background jobs to serve such that the effect on foreground performance is
contained within the predetermined limits.
—Under low foreground-only utilizations (i.e., 10%) there is more room to ex-
ploit idle times and serve large quantities of background jobs while limiting
the effect on foreground slowdown. For example, with CDF/w-estimates, the
overall system utilization for short background jobs increases to 35% from
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the initial 10% and 2.3 million background jobs are served, which is about
10timesand46timesmorethanthenumberofbackgroundjobsservedunder
the foreground-only utilization of 30% and 70%, respectively.
—Asforegroundutilizationinthesystemincreases,therelativeimpactofback-
ground activity on foreground jobs reduces. The reason is that response times
of foreground jobs are already dominated by waiting in the queue due to the
high foreground load. As a result, waiting because of background work is not
as noticeable. In low utilizations, foreground response time is dominated by
the service time rather than the waiting time in the queue. Any background-
causeddelayisimmediatelyobservedbecauseitmaybetheonlywaitthatthe
foreground jobs experience. As a result, background work can be scheduled
effectively even when the foreground system utilization is high.
—There is a signiﬁcant difference in relative policy performance if background
jobs are short or long. First, the mean-based policy performs poorly under
long background jobs. This is because, in the case of low variability in the
idle times and high utilization, most idle times are short, that is, shorter than
service times of long background jobs. If the idle wait is equal to the average
background service time, then the majority of idle intervals are not used for
servicing any background activity. Note that the number of long background
tasks completed under the mean-based policy is only 1000 for a foreground
utilization of 30% and none for a foreground utilization of 70%. By adjusting
T in Eq. (1), the CDF/w-estimates policy remains ﬂexible, avoids background
work starvation, and maintains the foreground performance targets. For ex-
ample, even under the case of long background jobs and medium or high uti-
lization, the respective numbers of background jobs completed are 7000 for
a foreground utilization of 30% and 1000 for a foreground utilization of 70%.
—As expected, absolute foreground response time (shown in column four of
Figure 3)increaseswithforegroundutilization,evenifthedelaysduetoback-
ground jobs are limited. In this article, the focus is to achieve foreground per-
formance targets measured by slowdown (a relative measure) rather than re-
sponsetime(anabsolutemeasure).Ifthelatterwerethecase,andforeground
performance under 70% utilization would be the performance target, then all
three policies meet that target if the foreground utilization is 10% or 30%.
For idle intervals with low variability, the three policies use idle intervals dif-
ferently. The mean-based policy “consumes” the beginning of an idle interval
via the idle wait and background jobs are served at the end of the interval. The
CDF-based does not wait idle and serves background jobs as long as there is no
waiting foreground job, utilizing the system 100%. The CDF/w-estimates pol-
icy schedules background activity at the beginning of the idle interval and not
at the end (as the mean-based one) by estimating the number of background
jobs to be served in any idle interval. This proves effective and strikes a good
balance between the performances of foreground and background jobs.
4.3 Idle Intervals with High Variability
If idle intervals have high variability, then policies that worked well under low-
variability conditions cease to be effective. The long tail in the distribution of
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Fig. 4. Relation between the slope of the CDF and the length of idle wait when the distribution
has high C.V.
idle times suggests that delaying background jobs is promising as now only
long idle intervals are used for background jobs. No jobs are scheduled in idle
intervals that are too short to ﬁt a single background job.
Determining the length of idle wait is done dynamically by constructing
online the cumulative histogram of idle times. The idle wait is deﬁned by the
CDF as the point in the histogram where the sharp increasing portion of the
body ends and the slow increasing part of the tail starts (see Figure 4).
Changes in the histogram shape are detected by inspecting the slope of both
portions of the CDF curve. When the slope decreases to a predeﬁned angle, for
example, 30 degree6 in this case, then the desired point, that separates the body
from the tail of the histogram, is found. The number of jobs to be served in each
interval is then computed using Eq. (1).
The predeﬁned slope angle that determines the separation point between
the body and the tail of the histogram deﬁnes how aggressive the usage of
idle intervals is, that is, the higher the slope, the smaller the idle wait. In
order to contain the slowdown of foreground jobs to a minimum, the angle
should be set such that the CDF’s slope is small and the usage of idle times is
conservative.
Figure 5 shows the results for two experiments: short foreground – short
background (ﬁrst row) and short foreground – long background (second row)
under different foreground-only utilization levels. Similar to Figure 3, the fol-
lowing metrics are reported: the number of completed background jobs, the
overall system utilization, the relative slowdown in foreground response time,
and the absolute foreground response time. The performance target of fore-
ground job slowdown remains 7% in these experiments as well.
The ﬁgure illustrates that the high variability in idle times offers better
opportunities to utilize idle intervals. Especially for the ﬁrst experiment with
short background jobs, system utilization signiﬁcantly increases. Results from
these experiments are summarized as follows.
—The mean-based policy utilizes the system best, but at the expense of higher
delays for foreground jobs. For long background jobs, foreground jobs slow
6Here, the predeﬁned slope angle of 30 degrees is chosen such that the usage of idle times is neither
aggressive nor conservative.
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Fig.5. Overallsystemperformancemeasuredbynumberofcompletedbackgroundjobsinmillions,
overall system utilization, slowdown of the foreground jobs attributed to background activity (the
horizontal line corresponds to 7% slowdown), and the absolute foreground response time. The
idle intervals are independent and with high variability. Three foreground system utilizations
are evaluated, namely 10%, 30%, and 70%. Foreground utilization is controlled by changing the
foreground arrival rate and ﬁxing its service time. The ﬁrst row of graphs shows the case when the
background jobs are “short”, that is, as long as foreground jobs, and the second row shows the case
when the background jobs are “long”, that is, 7 times longer than foreground jobs.
down up to 3.75 times for low utilization and 2.5 times for medium utilization
(see third column in Figure 5(II)).
—The CDF/w-estimates policy is always below or right at the 7% slowdown
target (see dotted line in the third column) at the expense of scheduling less
background jobs and lower utilization levels (see ﬁrst and second columns
in Figure 5).
—The system is utilized as much as 100% with minimal performance degrada-
tion of foreground jobs when background jobs are short and the foreground
utilization is high (e.g., 70% foreground utilization bars in Figure 5(I)). The
CDF/w-estimates policy becomes aggressive here by selecting a higher slope
and by estimating the number of background jobs to be served using T = 1
in Eq. (1) (see rightmost set of bars in the plots of Figure 5(I)).
—Recall that no long background jobs were served under the mean-based
policy for idle intervals with low variability and medium/high utilization
(see ﬁrst plot in Figure 3(II)). Under highly variable idle times, the result is
different (see ﬁrst plot in Figure 5(II)). This is due to the existence of some
very long idle times that enables the completion of long background jobs
even if idle waiting is long.
If idle intervals have high C.V., then the mean-based policy, the CDF-based,
and the CDF/w-estimates policy (different from the case of idle times with low
C.V.) operate similarly; that is, they all idle wait in the beginning of an interval
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and utilize its end. For medium to high utilization and short background jobs,
the CDF-based policies estimate an idle wait that is similar to the static one
used by the mean-based policy. For long background job, the number of esti-
mated background jobs to be served in an idle interval for the CDF/w-estimates
policy is high, similar to the number of other two policies that are oblivious of
such estimation.
The results presented here show that there are cases where the utilization
of idle times can be aggressive without affecting the performance of foreground
jobs. Generally, to sustain foreground performance it is essential to idle wait
before starting any type of background work. The necessity of estimating the
amount of background work to complete in an idle interval increases as the
length of the average service time of background jobs increases relative to the
average foreground service time.
The following summarizes a comparison of the results in Figures 3 and 5.
—The number of completed background job decreases faster as foreground uti-
lization increases for low-variability than high-variability idle times (ﬁrst
column in each ﬁgure).
—Overall system utilization is better under high-variability than low-
variability idle times (second column in each ﬁgure).
—Foregroundslowdownsarehigherunderlow-variabilitythanhigh-variability
idle times (third column in each ﬁgure), because foreground response times
(fourth column in each ﬁgure) are smaller (and more sensitive to additional
delays) under low-variability than high-variability idle times.
4.4 Tail of the Response Time Distribution for Foreground Jobs
We have shown that the CDF/w-estimates policy consistently maintains fore-
ground slowdown less than 7% while serving as many background jobs as pos-
sible. The ﬁgures of the two previous subsections give the average slowdowns
of foreground jobs. Here, we analyze the distribution of foreground response
times, particularly the corresponding tail.
In order to focus on the tail in the distribution, Figure 6 depicts the Comple-
mentary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of the foreground response
times under a 30% foreground-only utilization. Here we only compare the tails
of foreground response time distributions with and without background jobs
when the CDF/w-estimates policy is used for the utilization of idleness.
The ﬁgure shows that the impact on the tail of the response time distribu-
tion depends on the length of the background job. For short background jobs,
irrespectively of the variability of idle intervals, the foreground response time
distribution with background jobs follows the distribution of the foreground
response time without background jobs. The slight difference in average fore-
ground response times exists throughout the distribution. Short background
jobs, in general, delay the foreground jobs for a short period of time only. In this
case, there are many background jobs that are scheduled, so there is a large
portion of foreground jobs that are slightly delayed.
In the case of long background jobs, the behavior is different. Although the
CDF/w-estimates policy schedules only a few large background jobs to contain
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Fig.6. Tailoftheforegroundresponsetimewithandwithoutbackgroundworkwhentheidleinter-
vals are independent. The dashed lines in the graph correspond to results for the CDF-w/estimates
policy. The foreground-only utilization is 30%.
delays to a few foreground jobs only (less than 2% of all foreground jobs), the
tail of the foreground response time distribution is much longer than when no
background jobs are served. The long tail is a result of the signiﬁcant delays
caused to foreground jobs by long background ones.
5. BACKGROUND ACTIVITY IN BURSTY IDLE INTERVALS
The policies presented in the previous section are based on the cumulative
histogram of the empirical distribution of idle times. Here, the focus is on idle
intervals that, in addition to being highly variable, are also bursty.
Section 3.2 presents an analysis of bursty stochastic processes and shows
that burstiness enables prediction of the near future based on the near past. If
a sequence of observations is positively bursty, then it implies that long obser-
vations (i.e., several times larger than the mean) are clustered together in the
sequence and short ones (i.e., several time smaller than the mean) are clustered
together as well. Figure 2(d) shows exactly this: In a bursty sequence, if the cur-
rent observation has a large value, then it is with high probability that the next
observation is also large. This property can be used to manage system idleness
more efﬁciently by exploiting long intervals aggressively.
To detect burstiness in idle times, a similar structure as the one depicted in
Figure 2 is constructed online. First, observations of idle times are classiﬁed as
small or large. Consistent with Section 3.2, the range of idle times is partitioned
in “small” and “large” at the (C.V. + 1) · mean point. Then, every pair of idle
times is classiﬁed in the appropriate category (i.e., (small,small), (large,small),
(small,large), or (large,large)) and the corresponding probability is calculated.
Pairs do not include consecutive observations only, but also those that are sep-
arated by up to 9 observations (lags). Once these conditional probabilities are
constructed, they are used to predict more accurately whether the next idle
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Fig. 7. The probabilities of occurrence of (small,small), (small,large), (large,small), and
(large,large) pairs, for the bursty idle times used in the experiments of Section 5.
interval is short or long. The CDF/w-estimates policy is augmented into the
Bursty+CDF/w-estimates policy as follows:
—If the current interval belongs to the “large” category, then the next interval
is predicted to be “large” with probability ρ. Note that the probability of the
occurrence of (large,large) pairs is not equal to 1, which implies that there
will be mispredicted “large” intervals. The probability ρ controls the number
of misspredicted “large” intervals.
—If the next idle interval is predicted to be “large,” instead of using Eq. (1) to
estimate the number of background jobs to be served in that interval, the
following equation is used:
T ·
(C.V. + 1) · mean − idle wait
Average background service time
, (2)
which implies that the length of the incoming idle interval is at least the
“large” value (C.V. + 1) · mean.
Exploiting the long intervals (i.e., those longer than (C.V. + 1) · mean)i na
bursty sequence allows to increase overall system utilization, because dur-
ing those intervals more background work may be scheduled without affecting
foreground performance. Beneﬁts are different for short and long background
jobs.
For short background jobs. Stringent foreground slowdowns are achieved
without radically reducing the number of completed background jobs,
For long background jobs. A given amount of background work can now
be completed with less degradation on foreground performance, resulting in
shorter tails in foreground response times.
For the experiments in this section, the interarrival and service processes of
foreground jobs are bursty processes.7 The service times of background jobs
are exponentially distributed. The results in idle times with probability of
(small,small), (small,large), (large,small), and (large,large) pairs are shown in
Figure 7. The evaluation of improvements due to the use of conditional prob-
abilities in the CDF/w-estimates policy is done via two sets of experiments:
7Burstiness is achieved by using an MMPP process.
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Fig. 8. Number of completed background jobs and overall system utilization under bursty idle
intervals. Three different foreground slowdowns are considered, namely 1.4%, 3.4%, and 5.1%. The
more stringent the requirements on foreground slowdown, the higher the relative improvement
achieved by the Bursty+CDF/w-estimates policy.
one with short and the other with long background jobs. The sample space of
foreground jobs is one million.
Figure 8 presents the number of completed background jobs and the over-
all system utilization as a function of the foreground slowdown, when short
background jobs are served. There are more background jobs completed with
Bursty+CDF/w-estimates than with CDF/w-estimates. The relative perfor-
mance gap between the two policies increases as foreground slowdown de-
creases. If the requirements on foreground slowdown are relaxed, then the
difference between the two policies diminishes. In general, overall system uti-
lization improves with Bursty+CDF/w-estimates.
In a system that serves long background jobs, background jobs are chosen
to be 300 times longer than the foreground service times, on the average. An
example of such a scenario is spinning down disks to conserve power. Spinning
them back up and ready for work is orders of magnitude larger than serving
a single request. This extreme case is difﬁcult to address; scheduling a back-
ground job in the wrong interval may have a tremendous impact on the tails of
foreground jobs.
Figure 9 presents the foreground job slowdowns for the CDF/w-estimates
and the Bursty+CDF/w-estimates policies when background jobs are long. The
dotted horizontal line represents the performance target of 7% average slow-
down for foreground jobs. The Bursty+CDF/w-estimates policy attempts to
detect pairs of long idle intervals and utilize them by serving there the back-
ground jobs because then the probability to affect foreground is low. We se-
lect three levels of completed background work, which are: (1) high: with 7455
completed background jobs, the background work is more than two times the
foreground work; (2) medium: with 1816 completed background jobs where the
background work is more than half of the foreground work; and (3) low: with
1252 completed background jobs, here the background work is only a third
of foreground work. These three levels are a result of different values of the
parameter T used in Eq. (1).
Figure 9 shows the foreground job slowdown for each of the aforesaid three
levels. For high, medium, and small amounts of completed background work,
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Fig. 9. Foreground performance in a system with bursty idle intervals when the amount of back-
ground work completed is high, medium, and low. Plot (a) gives the foreground slowdown for each
amount of background work and plots (b)–(d) give the respective CCDFs of foreground response
time distributions.
the foreground slowdown under CDF/w-estimates is, respectively, 110%, 40%,
and 17%. The Bursty+CDF/w-estimates policy reaches foreground slowdowns
of 12%, 9%, and 2%, respectively.
ExperimentsinSection4.4showedthatlongbackgroundjobsaffectthetailof
the foreground response time distribution. The tail of the foreground response
time distribution under the long background jobs is given in Figure 9 with the
plots of the CCDFs of the foreground response times. The ﬁgure also plots the
CCDFs of foreground jobs with no background activity (labeled “no BG”) as
a baseline comparison. When there is no background activity, the tail of the
foreground response time is not long; for example, only 0.05% of foreground
jobs have response time larger than 52. Only 1% of jobs have response time
larger than 10 when service time is 1 on the average.
The CDF/w-estimates policy, being oblivious to burstiness, affects signiﬁ-
cantly both average foreground response time as well as its distribution tail.
Forexample,whenthecompletedbackgroundworkishigh,0.05%offoreground
jobs have response time larger than 150, making the tail almost 3 times longer
from the cases when there is no background activity. As the amount of com-
pleted background work decreases, the tail of the foreground response time
distribution shortens and approaches the baseline tail.
Figure9alsoplotsthetailoftheforegroundresponsetimedistributionunder
the Bursty+CDF/w-estimates policy. This policy utilizes mostly long idle inter-
vals. Therefore the number of delayed foreground jobs by long background ones
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Table I. Trace Characteristics
Trace Mean Mean Mean CV Mean BG
Arrival Service Idle Idle Service
5.00
T1 62.64 5.50 190.08 6.41 50.00
300.00
T2 252.29 5.50 731.34 3.90 300.00
The unit of measurement is ms.
under Bursty+CDF/w-estimates is reduced. As a result, not only is the slow-
down of foreground work substantially smaller than under CDF/w-estimates,
but also the tail of the foreground response time distribution is close to the
baseline tail.
The results presented in this section show that if idle intervals are bursty
(i.e., the series of idle intervals contains information on the order of observa-
tions) we can predict the occurrences of long idle intervals, which in turn can
be used to efﬁciently schedule large quantities of background work without
affecting foreground jobs.
6. VALIDATION VIA DISK-LEVEL TRACES
The work presented in this article is motivated by background work in storage
systems. In general, storage systems deploy a variety of background activi-
ties, including media scans, veriﬁcation of data written on the disk, and data
movement for faster access [Bachmat and Schindler 2002; Huang et al. 2005;
Golding et al. 1995; Mi et al. 2008; Riska and Riedel 2008]. We validate the
results of Section 4.3 and Section 5 using traces that are measured in actual
storage systems.
Traces used in this section are measured at different disks of a 40-disk stor-
age system of an in-the-ﬁeld email server. The traces record, in milliseconds,
both arrival and departure times for each foreground request in the system and
allow for exact computation of idle and busy times at the disk level. The main
statisticalcharacteristicsofthetracesrelevantforbackgroundworkscheduling
are given in Table I.
The main observation from the statistics in Table I is the substantial differ-
ence between the mean of foreground interarrival times and the mean length
of idle intervals. Results in Table I further conﬁrm that neither the foreground
arrival nor the service process can provide enough information for background
scheduling, and instead we should focus on idle times. Consequently, instead
of using foreground arrivals to guide idle time management (as in Eggert and
Touch [2005]), we suggest to monitor and estimate idle time characteristics and
use them to guide background scheduling.
The traces have variable idle times and can be used to validate the results
of Section 4.3, which deals with scheduling background work in highly vari-
able idle intervals. We also check for burstiness and present in Figure 10 the
probability of pairs of “large” idle intervals of up to 9 observations (lags) apart.
The maximum probability of pairs of long idle intervals is only 0.2 for trace
T1 and about 0.5 for trace T2. Consequently, trace T1 is viewed as a trace
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Fig. 10. Probabilities of (large,small) and (large,large) pairs for traces T1 and T2.
Fig. 11. Number of completed BG jobs and foreground slowdown for trace T1. Three background
service demands are chosen that correspond to short, medium, and long background jobs.
with weak dependency (i.e., the observations are nearly independent). Trace
T2 has stronger dependence among the observations, although the probability
of (large,large) pairs is not as high as for the synthetic trace in Section 5. Trace
T2 is clearly a trace with bursty idle intervals. Trace T1 is used to validate the
results of Section 4.3 and trace T2 is used to validate results of Section 5.
According to the discussion earlier on this section, we do not deal with iden-
tifying why idle intervals are bursty or not, although the fact that burstiness
existsinmanyprocessesassociatedwithdiskdrives[RiskaandRiedel2006]im-
pliesalsoidletimeburstiness.AsshownbytheresultsforTraceT2inFigure10,
burstiness in idle times exists and taking it into consideration for managing
idle time utilization as in Section 5 yields realistic beneﬁts.
In the experiments with trace T1, all three policies are evaluated, namely
mean-based, CDF-based, and CDF/w-estimates. The mean background service
time is chosen to be 5ms, 50ms, and 300ms (see last column of Table I), and rep-
resents the cases of short, medium, and long background jobs, when compared
tothemeanforegroundservicetimeof5.5ms.Theseservicetimesofbackground
jobs are all exponentially distributed. Similar demands of disk background ac-
tivities are write veriﬁcation (short), moving large chunks of data (medium),
and ﬂushing the write cache (long). More details on such storage system back-
ground tasks can be found in Golding et al. [1995].
Figure11plotsresultsfortraceT1.TheCDF/w-estimatespolicy,consistently
with results in Section 4.3, outperforms the other two policies when it comes to
meeting foreground performance requirements. In the experiments with trace
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Fig. 12. Average slowdown of foreground jobs and the tail of response time distribution for three
levels of completed background work, for trace T2.
T2, background service time is set to be 300ms. Experiments are conducted
only with long background jobs and not short ones because with this set of
experiments, the emphasis is on exploiting burstiness of idle times to sched-
ule the most challenging long background jobs. Consistently with the results
in Section 5, beneﬁts are higher for long rather than short background jobs.
Here only the CDF/w-estimates and the Bursty-CDF/w-estimates policies are
evaluated (as in Section 5). Figure 12 presents average slowdown of foreground
jobs for three levels of completed background work, namely high (83,998 jobs),
medium (47,702 jobs), and low (23,322 jobs). By exploiting burstiness, both
average foreground slowdown and the tail of the foreground response time dis-
tribution are improved. These trace-based experiments conﬁrm our analysis in
previous sections using synthetic workloads.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Utilization of idleness in storage systems is regaining wide interest because
various advanced techniques that enhance performance and reliability gener-
ate additional low-priority work (i.e., background tasks) to be served during
idle times rather than compete for resources with user activity (i.e., foreground
jobs). The goal is to minimize any degradation on foreground performance that
may be inﬂicted by serving noninstantaneously-preemptive background tasks
while not starving background tasks for service either.
This article focuses on the general concept of effective management of idle
times. The work evaluates the effectiveness of idle wait, the default strategy
that serves background tasks in nonwork-conserving fashion by letting the
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storage system idle until a predeﬁned period of time elapses. We show that idle
wait-based strategies can be further enriched by an estimation of the amount
of background work to be served in the idle interval. This estimation ensures
that foreground performance is not compromised and background jobs are not
starved.
We show that monitoring the stochastic characteristics of idle times is as
important as monitoring the characteristics of foreground and background jobs.
In particular, if idle intervals have low variability, then idle waiting is not
effective. However, if idle times are highly variable, then idle waiting remains
effective for scheduling background jobs without delaying foreground ones. For
idle intervals with high variability, we propose to compute the length of the idle
wait dynamically using the cumulative histogram of the observed idle times.
Apart from managing effectively idle intervals by distinguishing between
low and high variability, the article identiﬁes burstiness as a source of addi-
tional information to improve idle time utilization. The analysis shows that if
burstiness exists in the observed idle intervals, then it can be used to predict
the length of the upcoming idle intervals. Predicting that the next idle inter-
val is long given that the current interval is also long is of particular interest,
because scheduling of background jobs can become more aggressive. As a re-
sult, more background work completes with less delays in foreground jobs and
tremendously shorter tails in the foreground response time distribution.
Throughoutthearticle,weevaluatetheproposedpoliciesviasyntheticwork-
loads and measured disk drive traces. In the disk drive traces, the main char-
acteristics of idle times are high variability and weak/strong burstiness. These
characteristics are exploited for idle-time management. Trace-driven valida-
tion conﬁrms that monitoring stochastic characteristics of idle times, in addi-
tion to the stochastic characteristics of foreground and background tasks, is
an effective way to manage storage system idleness for overall high system
performance.
Currently, we are working on reﬁning the proposed approach and improving
its adaptivity as system conditions change. Our focus is on self-adjusting vari-
ous parameters in the proposed background scheduling policy. We are striving
for a policy that is free of any input from ofﬂine analysis. Furthermore, we are
extendingtheproposedpolicytoaccountforbackgroundworkthatisﬁnite,that
is,wherebackgroundworkisnotalwayspresent.Examplesofﬁnitebackground
tasks include veriﬁcation of data written on disk and intradisk mirroring. Fi-
nite background jobs must be scheduled more aggressively, because foreground
performance is affected less than with inﬁnite background work. In such a case,
background jobs should be scheduled as early as possible while the slowdown
of foreground jobs is still kept up to the predeﬁned target. Another aspect of
the problem that we are exploring has to do with background work that does
not always have strictly less priority than the foreground work. Examples of
such background activities include disk cache ﬂushing and RAID rebuild. Such
activities can be deferred in background, but not indeﬁnitely, that is, there
is a deadline associated with their completion. We are currently working to
reﬁne the policies presented in this article to account for the aforementioned
conditions.
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